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ABSTRACT

Electricity generation has now become a mammoth task for a country like Bangladesh while
development is directly proportional to energy production. It is also posing a great threat to our
climate. Moreover, country like Bangladesh is experiencing severe energy crisis, therefore we
are emphasizing on solar PV as it is renewable and climate friendly. This paper aims to make
effective use of solar panels so that these solar panels can be used in urban areas with less space.
The usual method of setting solar panels is inefficient and requires a lot of space to generate
sufficient power for urban areas. This project aims at this problem and can be a solution to this.
This paper is on multilevel solar panels organized in a modified and modern structure to
minimize the floor area and maximize power generation through tracking the sun. This is a
microcontroller based automatic system which can track the sun and change the position of the
panels by horizontal rotation and sliding mechanism to maximize power generation throughout
the day. This could be a solution for rooftop space problem in urban areas.
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1.1 INTRODUCTION
One of the major concern of today's world is `Energy production ' more specifically `Clean
Energy Production ' and that is why scientists throughout the world are now moving towards
renewable energy . Because, it is easy to use, more sustainable than any other energy sources and
very safe to our environment as it doesn ' t emit Greenhouse gases . For a developing country like
Bangladesh, the demand for electricity is increasing every minute . But the production is way
behind than our demand and it is also dependent on fossil fuel which emits a lot of greenhouse
gases . To fulfil this ever increasing demand we need to go for other energy sources and solar
energy is one of them . As we are tropical country , we have a lot of solar radiation throughout the
year. Annual amount of radiation varies from 1840 to 1575 kwh/ m2 which is 50-100% higher
than in Europe . Taking an average solar radiation of 1900 kWh per square meter, total annual
solar radiation in Bangladesh is equivalent to 1010 X 1018 J. [1]. Therefore we could use this
vast amount of resources by implementing solar photo-voltaic systems . But the conventional PV
modules are less efficient and they require a lot of floor space . In urban areas the energy demand
is sky high but there is a shortage of space as most of the buildings arenow high-rise apartments.
So space is a major concern for setting up solar PV modules in urban areas where rooftop space
is small . For solving this problem this paper describes a way for setting up PV modules in a
modern and scientific way.

The system described here is consisting of PV solar module, modified horizontal axis tracking
and a special sliding mechanism along with a modern structure . The whole system is completely
automatic controlled by a micro-controller . Special motors have been used to perform the
tracking and sliding mechanism throughout the day. This is a multi -level system of three PV
modules stacking one above another as in figure- ( 1) to minimize the space . Here three panels can
be operated in a space of two and the tracking and sliding makes it more efficient than fixed
panel system . So this system could be used in urban areas quite efficiently where rooftop space is
limited to and more power is needed as both are satisfied in it.
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1.2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Solar panels collect solar radiation from the sun and actively convert or transform that energy to
electricity . Solar panels are comprised of several individual solar cells which function similarly.
The more the number of solar panels used , the more is the output of electricity generated. Since
it is not always possible to keep enough space for solar panels on buildings ' rooftops, we are
trying to design such solar panels system that the space used is less for installation but electricity
generation will be more by using multiple solar panels in a rack . Providing electricity to each flat
in a high- rise building will require many solar panels for electricity generation and this can be
achieved by using our system.

9

1.1.1 Figure: Complete structure of the system
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According to the name of our project , " Microcontroller based multilevel sun tracking solar PV
system ", it has five major aspects . These are:

■ Multilevel system

■ Sun tracker

■ Control unit

■ Servo motor

■ Gliding mechanism

1.2.1 Multi-level system
Multi-level structure contains three panels just one above another. This is done in the following
manner.

1.2.1.1 Panel selection and size
There are different types of solar panels available in the market . But in our project we have
chosen polycrystalline solar panel with solid structure for its low price, availability in the market
and these are easy to work with. Our panels will be all 100 watt each . The dimension is:
Length: 1245 mm.
Width: 668 m
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1.2.1.2 Organizing panels and setting

Main structure

1.1.2 Figure: Multi-level structure of the system
In this project we are going to use three panels at a time (each 100 watts) all together in a rack
one above another. This will be done in a well-defined structure. The intermediate distance
between panels will be kept such that the shadow of upper panel does not fall on the lower one.
Again the panels can have a gliding mechanism when shadow occurs to minimize shadow and
giving proper light to the lower panels. This will be controlled by a microcontroller based
12

controller. Each and every panel will be supported by a servo motor to have the rotation around
the horizontal axis to have maximum sun light . Rotation of these motors will be controlled by
another micro controller based controller on the basis of solar hour angle.
The panels will be set up on a frame that will hold all the panels ' one above another. The
distance between two panels will be kept as same as their width to have limited shadow on lower
panels when the sun is up over head.

1.2.2Sun tracker
There are different types of sun trackers found . These are used for special purposes . Some of
these tracking systems are discussed below:

1.2.2.1 Horizontal axis sun tracker:
The axis of rotation for horizontal single axis tracker is horizontal with respect to the
ground . The posts at either end of the axis of rotation of a horizontal single axis tracker
can be shared between trackers to lower the installation cost . Field layouts with
horizontal single axis trackers are very flexible. The simple geometry means that keeping
the entire axis of rotation parallel to one another is all that is required for appropriately
positioning the trackers with respect to one
another.

1.1.3 Figure: Horizontal axis sun tracker
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1.2.2.2 Vertical axis sun tracker:

The axis of rotation for vertical single axis trackers is vertical with respect to the ground.
These trackers rotate from East to West over the course of the day. Such trackers are
more effective at high latitudes than are horizontal axis trackers . Field layouts must
consider shading to avoid unnecessary energy losses and to optimize land utilization.
Also optimization for dense packing is limited due to the nature of the shading over the
course of a year.

1.2.2.3 Tilted axes sun tracker:

All trackers with axes of rotation between horizontal and vertical are considered tilted
single axis trackers . Tracker tilt angles are often limited to reduce the wind profile and
decrease the elevated end's height off the ground . Field layouts must consider shading to
avoid unnecessary losses and to optimize land utilization. With backtracking, they can be
packed without shading perpendicular to their axis of rotation at any density. However,
the packing parallel to their axis of rotation is limited by the tilt angle and the latitude.

1.1.4 Figure : Tilted axis sun tracker
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1.2.2.4 Two axes mount solar tracker:
Dual axis trackers have two degrees of freedom that act as axes of rotation. These axes
are typically normal to one another. The axis that is fixed with respect to the ground can
be considered a primary axis. The axis that is referenced to the primary axis can be
considered a secondary axis.

1.2.2.5 Our project and tracking system
In our project we are going to use the "Tilted-Axes tracking system" though it has some
limitations in winter. That means our panels will rotate only around a tilted axis to track the suns
position throughout the day. These trackers are tilted at a particular angle; therefore it gives best
tracking result and power in a particular season. If the tilt angle is close to the latitude then the
system would be more productive in summer and if it is 15 degree greater than latitude then it is
designed for winter specially. In our country more power problem happens in summer when
load-shedding is on the peak. So we are making the system summer efficient. The calculation of
the tilt angle or inclination is given later.
A single control unit and several motors will be used to actuate multiple rows of panels for active
mechanisms. As we have multiple panels in our system, this tracking system gives us more
simplicity and flexibility to work. And to avoid the problem during winter we can choose an
inclination angle with vertical to set the panels which is for Bangladesh approximately 23 degree
(latitude ). So every panel used in our system will rotate around an axis which will be inclined at
an angle about 23 degrees to the vertical. The rotation of all the panels will be controlled by a
micro controller chip mounted on the system.
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1.2.3 Control unit and its operation
A control unit consisting of a micro controller chip, an oscillator and few other electronic
components. Micro-controller has been programmed such a way that it takes time and day
number as input and calculates the particular time's sun position.

1.1.5 Figure: Circuit of the control unit

1.2.3.1 How sun position is calculated
There are different ways of calculating sun position. Here in our project we will use elevation,
azimuth, solar hour angle and sun rise &set time equations to find out the sun position and rotate
the panels.

Elevation angle or altitude: Angle measured up from the horizon.
Azimuth: Angle measured clock wise from the north.
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z = zenith angle , A = Azimuth angle,
h = elevation
angle, measured measured from measured clockwise
from North
up from horizon vertical

1.1.6 Figure: Different solar angles
Solar Hour Angle: How much degree angle the sun goes in an hour in a certain time is called
solar hour angle and it is approximately 15 degree.
In our project we are just using the solar hour angle for controlling rotation of the panels. For a
particular time of a day, sun position can be found by using the following equation:

1.2.3.2 Finding out hour angle for rotation
Latitude,

ip = 23.7°

Declination angle, S = 23.45° X sin Bwhere, B = c„+280360
365
Sun rise angle,

ws= - cos -t(-tamp X tans)

Total daylight hour,

DH = a X cos

THEREFORE ANGULAR ROTATION PER HOUR 6 = DHDEGREE
Starting time of rotation = sun rise time
Stopping time of rotation and reset= sun set time
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W5

Hour between solar noon and sun rise-set time= is
Equation of time ET = 9.83 sin(2D) - 7.53 cos(D) - 1.5sin (D)

Where, D= 365° x 360

Sun rise time in actual solar time (AST)= 720mins + wsl< (4mins/deg)
Sun rise time in local solar time (LST)= AST - (4mins) (LSTM - longitude) - ET
Where, LSTM= local solar time meridian

And LSTM= 15° X ^longitudel
15 round to integer

So micro-controller will calculate solar hour angle for a particular day and time and then send the
command to servo motor to rotate that particular angle after one hour. Micro-controller will also
calculate sun rise and set time from the above equations to start and stop the rotation and reset
the panels for the next day after sunset.

1.2.4 Servo motor
We are using three servo motors to rotate the panels which are run by the power generated by the
solar panels. It is an alternative of stepper motor. We are controlling the servo motor with the
microcontroller.
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1.2.5 Gliding mechanism and its operation

Model of the structure

1.1.7 Figure: Side view and gliding mechanism of the system
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This is a special mechanism that includes both ways gliding of the panel. The upper and lower
panels can move freely over a steel frame for a certain distance. The distance of gliding is a
compromise between surface area and cost. As we want to minimize the surface area the distance
should be as minimum as possible. Further calculation is shown in the design part.
As described before the panels are set one above another at a fixed distance between them,
therefore after a certain period of time in day sun will make an angle with respect to horizontal
that will cause shadow effect. The shadow will increase as the angle increases further. The lower
two panel will experience this shadow. Now if the panels glide like the figure above until the
solar meridian and then reverse the direction of gliding then the shadow will be minimized
greatly.
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1.3 OVERVIEW OF A COMPLETE STANDALONE
MULTI-LEVEL PHOTO-VOLTAIC SYSTEM

Real time
clock

Micro-controller

J
Grid connection

Control unit

iF
V
C

Synchronous
inverter

Charge controller

Battery

V
1.1.8 Figure: A complete solar PV system using our design
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1.4 DESIGNING THE SYSTEM

Designing of the system requires a bit complex calculations . First of all we need to look at the
obstacles that hinder the design process.

First of all comes the distance between two panels. That means how much and how long solar
radiation will be allowed to the 2nd and 3rd panel. The distance between two panel is proportional
to the time span of solar radiation without shadow. If the distance is increased longer time of no
shadow will occur and vice versa.

Secondly the tilting angle or the inclination angle of the rotation axis is another concern. As the
declination angle of the sun varies round the year seasonally. So this is very important to adjust
the tilt angle to have desired power in the desired season.

Thirdly the gliding distance has to be calculated in a way that will give an optimum space area
and give no shadow span longer.
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1.4.1 Finding out the distance between two panels

1.1.9 Figure: Finding distance between two panels
Here in this figure,
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w = width of the panel = 668mm = .668m

a = altitude angle of sun w. r. t horizontal
=940-9

Now,

di =

d2 =

2sin9

wxtane

wl _ d2
+

2 Nino

wtanB w
2sin8

w

w

2cos9 2

_ wl`i-cosBi
^co^B

u•(i-cosBi
2sin9 cos8
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And finally we get,

Total distance between two panels, D = dl + d2 - d3

W w-xran9
rt 2

2sin9

in•' 1-cos9)
2.sin9cos9

1.4.1.1 Mat-lab code for finding optimum distance

%%finding out optimum distance using distance VS altitude curve%%

w=668 ; %% width of the panel in mm %%
a=1:90; " (P//0 altitude angle of sun w.r.t horizon = alpha(a) %%

d 1=(1./(2.*sin((90-a)*pi/ 180))). *w;
d2=((tan((90-a)* pi/ 180))./2).*w;
d3=((1-cos((90-a)*pi/180))./(2.*sin((90-a)*pi/ 180).*cos((90-a)*pi/ 180))). *w;

D=dl+d2-d3; % % total distance between two panel in mm %%
plot(D,a)
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1.1.10 Figure: Total distance VS altitude angle curve

This plot shows us that the optimum distance lies between a = 600 -4 80°
If we increase a more than 80' then there would be a huge increase in the distance D, which is
very inefficient for the system.

For x= 60°

D = 757.495 mm13.4% more than w(668mm)

For x= 65°

D = 864.3573 mm29.4% more than w(668mm)

For -x= 700

D = 1035.44 mm55% more than w(668mm)

So we are choosing

x (final) = 651

Where

a (initial) = 0°
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1.4.2 Finding out the gliding distance
From the above calculations it is clear that if we keep the gliding distance to half of the panel
width for both side then will get full shadow on the lower two panels for a = 65° to 115° . for
other angles we will get full radiation. So the distance is kept equal to the half width of a panel.

Gliding distance ,

D =.668 X.5 = .334

meter

1.4.3 Finding out the tilt or inclination angle
For fixing up a fixed "Tilt or inclination angle " for a particular place we need to arrange a set of
data for elevation angle or altitude for that particular place and choose a moderate value from
there. In our project we have chosen Dhaka city and collected altitude angle for every month of a
year. Here we used three values of altitude of day 1, 15 and 30 of every month to get average
altitude of a month ( data taken at solar noon). Following table shows those data:

1.1.1 Table: Day time and altitude for Dhaka throughout the year

Month

January

February

Solar noon

Average day

Average solar

hour

altitude

time in hour

noon altitude

1

l0h 41m 31s

43.1°

15

10h 48m 59s

44.9°

10h 51m

45.5°

30

1 l h 03m 31s

48.4°

1

11 h 04m 36s

48.9°

15

11 h 21m 06s

53.3°

1 l h 21m

53.4°

28

1 l h 38m 08s

58.0°

1

lIh4Om5ls

58.7°

Day no.

Day time

in

27

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

15

12h 00m 1Is

64.2°

30

12h 21m 05s

70.50

1

12h 23m 51 Is

70.9°

15

12h 42m 45s

76.1 °

30

13h 01m 34s

81.1 °

1

13h 02m 45s

81.4°

15

l3h 17m 42s

85.1°

30

13h 29m 39s

88.1 °

1

13h 30m 50s

88.3°

15

13h 36m 06s

89.5°

30

13h 35m 17s

89.3°

1

13h 35m 00s

89.2°

15

13h 28m 01 s

87.6°

30

13h 15m 22s

84.5°

1

13h 13m 21s

84.1°

15

12h 57m 42s

80.1 °

30

12h 38m 45s

75.0°

1

12h 36m 06s

74.3°

15

12h 17m 12s

69 . 0°

30

11 h 56m 36s

63.2°

1

11h 55m 14s

62.8°

15

11 h 36m 19s

57 . 5°

30

l i h 17m l Is

52.2°

1

11 h 14m 47s

51.6°

15

1Oh 59m 25s

47.6°

30

1Oh 47m 00s

44.5°

1

10h 46m 22s

44.3°

15

10h 40m 31 Is

42.9°

30

10h 41m 26s

43.0°

12h

64.5°

12h 42m

76°

13h 15m

88.9°

13h 33m

89°

13h 25m

87.1 °

12h 55m

79.7°

12h 16m

68.3°

11 h 36m

57.5°

11h

47.9°

1 Oh 42m

43.3°

28

From this table we can get a average value of altitude . So the average altitude will be,
Average altitude = (45.5+53.4+64.5+ 76+88 . 9+89+87 .1+79.7+68.3+57.5+47.9+43.3)/12
=66.76°
So, inclination angle of panel = (90 °- 66 .76 °) =23.24°
In figure (1) all the panels are inclined at 23.24° to minimize the seasonal effect.

1.4.4 Motor selection of suitable torque and power
From the figure it is clear that we always need to rotate half of panel upward where we need to
apply some force. The rest half of the panel will automatically go downward due to the
gravitational force.

mg mg/2

Fig -Finding the torque needed to rotate

1.1.11 Figure: Finding out torque
Here,
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Mass of the panel m = 11.6 kg
g = 9.8ms-2

r=`-=.6" =.167m
4 4

We know,

Torque, r = fr
mgr
1

11 6kgx9.Sms 'x 167m

= 9.5 Nm

Now we need find a suitable stepper motor to supply this amount of power. Therefore we need to
calculate the power needed to supply this torque.

Let's consider a motor of RPM = 60

We know,
_ T x2yrxRpu
watt
Power p =
60

9.SNmx2nx66
60

= 59.69

60

watt

watt
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1.5 EFFICIENCY OF THE SYSTEM

1.5.1 Finding solar energy fallen on a panel
Here we are calculating energy using the following equations:
Air mass, AM =

Coco

1
co2(9(r-a)

Sun intensity, 1 = 1.353 x 0.7
Energy on a panel , P = 2 x area of the panel x

cc(final)

Ia(inirial) Id a

To find the integral we will trapezoidal rule of numerical integration:
1

=

I a(fitsat) Id a
a (ini rial)

[10 + 2(l0 + 11 + ••• + I„-1) + 41 where, h = data seperation

We will use the following Mat lab code to find power:
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411 MATLAB 78.0 (02009.)
F:le Edit Debug P.nllrl Desktop Wwldow Help

ri

r IM ) (, & EY !!n MO

Cae.otO:actoy C:tPro9r .m F,lesAMATIA8 \R2009.

Shortcuts 21 How to Add 21 Wh.ts N0 New to MATLAB ? W.tch this ✓ .dtc, see Dernes. or real 4ii1oi . S2ltled
..-.._^. ac .mss .c n. . n.. r. r... en on a rata. tag panel throughout the dap

for

a-1:90

t\sun angle

eitb

respect to

horizon

coal(90 - a)-p1 / 16011: ♦ eealculat log sir flea
em-a.^.676;
Ilil-1.353'( . 7).

ss;

.tcaleulattng

sun

inteesity

E-I Iii 11*2's® 1112:end-i, pollenS)1 °. 5f1.215r . 560+31 / 15 tst ..tei

^n. r07

sn Y 's: -vnrt h..,^r

1.5752

A »I

OI;A

1I

I

TA

1.1.12 Figure: Mat-lab code

1.5.1.1 Calculating total energy fallen on a rotating panel in a day
1=[];
for x=1:90

%%o%sun angle with respect to horizon

a=1./(cos ((90-x)*pi/180)); "'o"ocalculatinl,) air mass
am=a.^.678;
I(x)=1.353*(.7).^am; °ro%calculating sun intensity
end
E_ ((I (1) +2*sum (1 (2: end- I )) +1 (end))*.5 * 1.245*.668*2)/15 °'o%total energy in kilowatt
hour
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The first panel gets full exposure throughout the day and total energy fallen on this panel is=
7.5752 kilowatt hour.

The 2"d or the middle panel gets full exposure from 0 to 65 degree and 115 to 180 degree with
respect to vertical in a day. So we can use the same Matlab code just changing the limit of the
angle from 0 to 65 degree. Then the resulting multiplied by two will give the total energy of that
panel throughout the day.

Therefore the code is:
ii-

it MAmAB 78A (R2009a)
Fde Edit Debug Parallel Desktop Window Help
J _ * W Current Directory. C:\Program FIIls \MATLAB\R2009e
Shortcuts .81 How to Add

.J What's New

0 New to MATLAS Watch do ; v o, see L?ems^, or read t.etbn0.5hrted.

I-EJ

for x-1 :65

1%sun angle with respect

to horizon

a_1./ICo l(90 - x)ept / 1801!: tt ,:el=ulnc snq asc masse
aura.' .578;
I(x)-t.353-

.'M; tt^alcusat rag aura incrn_+lcy

end
E^ILI11)+^. •simlIl2 : e^-11)+I lendlle - 5.1.:45' . d6B*2 )/15 %%total energy In kilowatt hour

4-9705

h»I

0 Start

^i^

I

r==

j_ i

r

1.1.13 Figure: Mat-lab code
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I= (l;
for x=1:65 °%%sun angle with respect to horizon
a=1. / (cos ((90-x)*pi/180)); %%calculating air mass
am=a.^.678;
I(x) =1.353*(.7).^am; " o°^,calculatinL' sun intensity
end
E= ((1 (1) +2*sum (1(2: end-1)) +1 (end))*.5*1.245*.668*2)/15 °,o%total energy in kilowatt
hour

E = 4.9705
So energy fallen on the second or middle panel= 4.9705 kilowatt hour in a day

Total energy on our system= Energy of (l St +2"d +3rd) panels
=7.5752+7.5752+4.9705 kilowatt hour
= 20.1209 kilowatt hour a day

1.5.1.2 Calculating total energy fallen on a fixed panel in a day
For calculating energy fallen on a fixed angle solar panel we have to consider the effective area
of the panel as the panel is not rotating or tracking the sun. If energy fallen on a panel which is
vertical to sun radiation is E then the actual energy fallen for a inclined panel will be this energy
multiplied by the effective area of that panel.
Incident Energy E

Collector

Incident Energy on Inclined Plane = E cose

1.1.14 Figure: Effective area calculation
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If total area is A then Effective area=AcosG
Energy fallen on a fixed panel can be calculated by the following Mat lab code:

Jt MATLAB 73,0(R20098)
File Edit Debug Parallel Desktop Window Help
tn i* CC' l]

W Current Directory: C:\Program F71es\MATLAB \R2009e

Shortcuts SJ How to Add tJ What's New
0 New to MATLAB ?'Watch this Vidm see Qt07pl , or read Getting Started.
>> %%calculating total energy fallen on a fixed panel throughout the day

for x-1:90
a-1. / 1coe1(90-x)"pi/180 )1; Lte_c o.a.s.
mra.".E78;
IIx)^leoa1190 -x)•pi/180 )).n 1.3S1 ."1.71•"a r: t a L_uiet snq snrenesty -onntdcrss:7 -ffeccrc- ar-a
end
C- il2(1)+2•sum1I12 :end-1))+ I(end ))".5"1.215". EEB"2)/15 %% total

power

in kilowatt hour in a day

5.1988

/ Stmt

IVY

1.1.15 Figure: Mat-lab code
0`o%ca lculatin^g total enerw, fallen on a fixed panel throughout the day
I=(];
t, or x=1:90

a=l. / (cos (( 90-x)*pi/ 180)); %"oair mass
am=a.^.678;
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I(x) = (cos(( 90-x)*pi/180)).* 1.353.*(. 7).^am; %calculating intensity considering effective area
end

E= ((I (1) +2*sum ( I (2: end-i)) +1 (end))*.5 * 1.245*.668*2)/ 15 % %% total power in kilowatt
hour In

a

day

Total energy fallen on three fixed panel =3*5.4988
= 16.4964 kilowatt hour

Total incident energy gain in our system or Energy gain= (20.1209-16.4964) kilowatt hour a day
= 3.6245 kilowatt hour in a day

Percentage increase in energy=16256-:
s 61 - 100
=22%

Again area of a panel=width x length = 1.245 X .668 m2 = .83166 rn2
Total area used in a fixed panel method= no of panel x area of one panel
= 3 X area of a panel
= 2.49498 m2
Total area used in our system= 2 X area of a panel = 2 X.83166 m2=1.66332

Therefore area saved=

2.49494- 1.66332
2 49498

X100

%

= 33.33

-M a

%

So we are getting 22% more incident solar
energy by exploiting 33.33% less area
than a fixed panel method.
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1.6 FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

The solar panels system will be installed on a suitable place on rooftop of buildings in urban
areas. Through this project we are converting sunlight into electricity to meet our demands for
electricity for household purposes. As a result, our dependency on national grid power and
frequent load-shedding problem will be decreased. In future we can use this system in offices
and other places like in markets and shopping malls too. We can also provide the excess energy
in national grid after fulfilling our requirements, so that it can help to remove the power shortage
problem in Bangladesh and as well as in other developing countries which have severe energy
crisis. Further modifications can be brought to this design in future while we do our thesis work.

One sided structure can be made using sophisticated mechanical design that will reduce the
shadow to zero. This can be done by keeping the steel frame only at one side which doesn't face
the sun. Especially designed gear and controls can do this.

Now a day's various types of solar concentrators are used to concentrate solar radiation and
increase efficiency. In our system we can use these concentrators to increase solar radiation and
have greater efficiency.
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1.7 CONCLUSION

Solar power is actually one of the best methods of energy production for our country. Because
solar panels simply convert the energy of the sun into useable energy , there are no harmful by
products or threats to the environment . Since each photovoltaic panel has only about 40%
efficiency , single solar panels are not sufficient power producers . So our rack system for holding
the solar panels will be quite efficient in this case . If proper initiatives are taken , it would help
ease the ongoing power crisis to a great extent . To conclude, we can say that solar power can be
the ultimate solution for the present energy crisis we are facing and our system is going to help a
lot in this attempt.
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